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One of the major challenges in realizing a strongly interacting lattice gas using Rydberg states is
the occurrence of avalanche loss processes. As these are directly proportional to the total Rydberg
fraction, the commonly suggested solution is using far off-resonantly excited Rydberg states. We
instead propose the realization of a correlated bosonic lattice gas at near-resonant excitation, where
the total Rydberg fraction in the bulk is low due to the strong, interaction-driven effective detuning.
Using real-space dynamical mean-field theory we show that its reduced effect at the boundary of a
system can easily be compensated by considering a tailored beam-waist of the driving Rabi-laser.
In this geometry we discuss the spectral properties at the crossover between the supersolid and the
superfluid state and present the momentum resolved spectral properties of the supersolid bulk. The
latter results are obtained within an extended quasiparticle method which also yields a correction
of the mean-field phase transition.
PACS numbers: 67.85.-d, 03.75.Lm, 05.30.Jp
Introduction Experiments in the recent years have
shown the feasibility of using Rydberg excitations to in-
troduce long-range interactions to many-body quantum
gas experiments. Such experiments have already verified
the emergence of a dressed interaction potential [1, 2] as
well as non-trivial collapse and revival dynamics [3, 4] for
far detuned driving of the excitation. In this regime there
also exists a vast body of theoretical work on crystalline
[5–7] and supersolid phases [8–10], some also discussing
spectral properties [11, 12].
In contrast, the case of near-resonant Rydberg exci-
tation has been studied to a far lesser extent [13–16],
with only few works considering the itinerant dynam-
ics needed for supersolid formation [17, 18]. Also, some
experiments have investigated the frozen case, finding
signatures of strong correlations [19, 20] or reconstruct-
ing the density matrix at low particle density [21]. But
most importantly, experiments in this regime have re-
vealed a major obstacle for achieving itinerancy for coher-
ently driven near-resonant Rydberg excitations, namely
the blackbody radiation-induced avalanche loss [22–24].
On the timescale of itinerancy, it behaves as an instan-
taneous global process. Therefore, the relevant timescale
τ is given by the onset of the avalanche due to black-
body radiation-induced transfers from an excited Ryd-
berg level to any nearby level of opposite parity. As this
can be triggered anywhere in the system, τ is inversely
proportional to the total number of Rydberg excitations.
Therefore, most dressing experiments preferentially focus
on small and low-dimensional systems [1, 3, 4, 25].
In this work we present an experimentally feasible
method to significantly increase τ in a two-dimensional
system and discuss the spectral properties of such a sys-
tem at near-resonant Rydberg excitation. For a finite
system with repulsive Rydberg interactions the fraction
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FIG. 1. Supersolid formation with spatially confined Rydberg
excitations. Real-space density distributions of ground and
excited state components for various beam-waists γ = 2, 4,∞
in (9). Note that (d), (e) and (f) show nei, while the color
axis changes for (f). Using natural units (~ = 1), the
parameters used in (1) are {Ugg, Uge, Uee, J, µ,∆,Ω, V } =
{3× 10−3, 5, 100, 3× 10−4, 3× 10−4,−0.2, 0.2, 104} [MHz].
of Rydberg excitations in the bulk is vastly reduced due
to the interaction-induced mean-field shift of the detun-
ing [18], while it becomes significant at the boundary.
Thus, the avalanche is primarily triggered there. We
therefore propose to exploit the spatial inhomogeneity of
the driving laser to achieve a strong reduction of the Ry-
dberg fraction in the boundary region, even below bulk
values (see Fig. 1).
System In order to fully capture many-body ef-
fects resulting from near-resonantly driving a ground-
to-Rydberg transition we consider a two-component ex-
tended Hubbard model in the grand canonical ensemble,
which in terms of bosonic creation (annihilation) opera-
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2tors bˆ†σi (bˆσi) has the form (for ~ = 1)
Hˆ = −J
∑
〈i,j〉,σ
(bˆ†σibˆσj + h.c.) +
∑
i,σ,η
Eiση bˆ
†
σibˆηi + HˆV ,
(1)
with σ, η = g, e for ground and Rydberg-excited state
respectively, where we consider the tunneling with rate
J between all nearest neighbors 〈i, j〉 of a square lat-
tice. Locally, we have the chemical potential µ = −Eigg
and Eiee = −µ − ∆, where ∆ is the effective detuning
of the laser driving the Rydberg excitation with a Rabi
frequency Ωi/2 = E
i
ge = E
i
eg that generally has a spatial
dependence due to the beam-waist. With nˆσi = bˆ
†
σibˆσi
the interaction terms are
HˆV =
∑
i,σ,η
Uση
2
nˆσi(nˆηi − δσ,η) + V
∑
i 6=j
nˆeinˆej
d6ij
. (2)
The first terms include the various local inter- and intra-
species Hubbard interactions. In the ground state these
stem from short-range s-wave scattering processes, while
we consider large values for Uge = Ueg and Uee (both
 Ugg) due to the expected quantum Zeno blocking [26]
of loss channels involving the local formation of Rydberg
molecules [18] as strong dipole interactions dominate the
short-range behavior. The Rydberg excited atoms ex-
hibit a van der Waals repulsion V = C6/a
6, given by the
van der Waals constant of the respective Rydberg state
(e.g. C6 = 241.6 MHz µm
6 for 36S of 87Rb [27, 28]), and
a = 532 nm is the lattice spacing and length scale of the
distance dij = |ri − rj |/a.
Operator-based quasiparticle expansion To derive
momentum-resolved quasiparticle (QP) properties we use
an operator-based expansion of (1) which can be under-
stood as an extension of Bogoliubov theory [29] beyond
the limit of a single band of QP fluctuations [30, 31] also
valid for strong interactions. It is based on linearized fluc-
tuations of a variational many-body ground-state wave
function of Gutzwiller-type |ψGW〉 =
∏
i |ψ〉i [32, 33]. In
the following we introduce this method for states with
partially broken lattice symmetries.
We first define the fluctuation operators δˆbσi ≡ bˆσi −
φσi and δˆnσi ≡ nˆσi − nσi. One obtains an ex-
act representation of the original Hamiltonian, Hˆ =∑
i Hˆ
i
GW ({φσi}, {nσi}) + Λ
(
δˆ2
)
. Its first term is given
by a sum of local mean-field (MF) Hamiltonians self-
consistently inter-coupled by the MF values φσi = 〈bˆσi〉
and nσi = 〈nˆσi〉 in the tunneling and long-range inter-
action terms respectively. The last term contains all ex-
pressions of higher order in δˆbσi and δˆnσi necessary to
recover the original Hamiltonian. The distribution of all
MF ground-state values {φσi} and {nσi} are obtained by
their iterative calculation in the lowest eigenstates |0〉i of
the local Hamiltonians.
The eigenstates of each HˆiGW constitute a local eigen-
basis with eigenenergies E
(i)
n . Numerically we only con-
sider the N lowest states amounting to an effective trun-
cation of the bosonic Fock basis. Within these eigenstates
the Gutzwiller MF ground state is given as |ψGW〉 =∏
i |0〉i. It is thus useful to define the local Gutzwiller
raising and lowering operators
|n〉ii〈0| ≡ σ(n)
†
i , |0〉ii〈n| ≡ σ(n)i . (3)
Due to the completeness of these eigenbases for N →∞,
we can exactly rewrite all terms appearing in Λ
(
δˆ2
)
as
sums of products of (3). Thus one obtains an exact ex-
pansion Λ
(
δˆ2
)
= H(2) +H(3) +H(4) up to fourth order
in the Gutzwiller operators, where no first-order term
appears due to the self-consistency conditions defining
HˆiGW. The second-order term yields the full spectrum of
non-interacting QP excitations, while higher-order terms
generate interactions among them. A sufficiently low
concentration of QP excitations implies that the higher-
order terms can be neglected.
In order to bring H(2) into a diagonalizable form that
allows QP properties to be extracted, we need to con-
sider the commutation relations of (3). As the system ex-
hibits a spontaneously broken lattice translational sym-
metry, splitting the system into Lc unit cells with Nc
sites each, we are particularly interested in the commu-
tation relations of the partial Fourier transformed oper-
ators σ˜
(n)
k,s = L
−1/2
c
∑
l e
−ik·(rl+rs)σˆ(n)l,s and their hermi-
tian adjoints σ˜
(n)†
k,s , which can be used to represent the
Hamiltonian. Here, the position ri = rl + rs of each site
i ≡ (l, s) is given by the position rl of the unit cell l
and the relative position rs inside the unit cell. We label
equivalent sites in all unit cells by the representative in-
dex s. A short derivation reveals that the commutation
relations of the Gutzwiller operators are approximately
bosonic, with the only non-vanishing relations
[
σ˜
(m)
k′,s′ , σ˜
(n)†
k,s
]
=δn,mδk,k′δs,s′ − δs,s
′
Lc
R
(n,m)
k,k′ (s). (4)
Here we introduce the operator R
(n,m)
k,k′ (s) whose expec-
tation value R = 〈R(n,m)k,k′ (s)〉 describes the deviation
from bosonic behavior [34]. The essential approxima-
tion of the QP method is to take R → 0 requiring
sparsely occupied fluctuation modes. This can be quanti-
fied a posteriori via the fraction s of modes populating
Gutzwiller excitations at the representative sites s. It
is given by s = 〈1s − |0〉ss〈0|〉. One can show that
δn,ms < R/Lc < (1 + δn,m)s. As a figure of merit we
thus consider  =
∑
s s/Nc. For all discussed cases we
find  < 6%.
3Using the notation σ =
(
σ
(1)
1 , . . . , σ
(N)
L
)T
with corre-
sponding Fourier-transformed vectors σ˜ and for R → 0
[35] we find the approximate diagonal form
H(2) ≈
∑
k∈1.BZ′,γ
ωk,γβ
†
k,γβk,γ + δEQP, (5)
where the quasimomenta are confined to the reduced
first Brillouin zone (1.BZ′) corresponding to the retained
translational symmetry. This representation is given in
terms of the generalized QP operators
βk,γ ≡ x(k,γ)†Σ
(
σ˜
σ˜†
)
≡ u(k,γ)†σ˜ + v(k,γ)†σ˜†, (6)
obtained from the eigenvectors of the eigenvalue
equations ΣH˜QPx(k,γ) = ωkγx(k,γ), where Σ =
diag(1NL,−1NL) and L = NcLc. By expressing (S13)
with β†k,γ and βk,γ in normal order we find the scalar
correction δEQP of the MF ground-state energy. It ef-
fectively lowers the total energy density in relation to
its MF value EMF = 〈ψGW|Hˆ|ψGW〉/L, while it de-
pends on the symmetry breaking of the MF ground-state.
For nearly degenerate MF ground-states, close to a first-
order phase transition, we thus obtain a correction to
the location of the transition by comparing the energies
EMF+QP = EMF + δEQP/L.
To calculate dynamical correlation functions given in
terms of linear combinations of local operators, such as
the Fourier transforms b˜σk and n˜σk of bˆσi and nˆσi, we
represent these as functions of the QP mode operators us-
ing (3) in combination with the inversion of (S9). Utiliz-
ing the commutation relations (4) for R→ 0 we can cal-
culate spectral properties of the QP ground state |ψQP〉
implicitly defined via βk,γ |ψQP〉 = 0 for all k and γ. In
the following we are especially interested in two types of
spectral functions, namely the momentum-resolved spec-
tral functionA(k, ω) defined via the single-particle lattice
Green’s function Gij(ω) and the dynamic structure fac-
tor S(k, ω). Omitting the index σ, using H˜ = Hˆ − E0
where E0 is the energy of the QP ground state and
〈·〉QP ≡ 〈ψQP| · |ψQP〉, one finds
A(k, ω) = − sgn(ω)
Lpi
Im
∑
j,j′
e−ik·(rj−rj′ )Gjj′(ω)
 (7)
= 〈θ(ω)b˜kδ(H˜ − ω)b˜†k − θ(−ω)b˜†kδ(H˜ + ω)b˜k〉QP,
S(k, ω) = 〈n˜kδ(H˜ − ω)n˜k〉QP. (8)
Results In the presence of blackbody radiation and
spontaneous decay, both driving transitions to nearby
Rydberg p-states for the s-state Rydberg excitations con-
sidered here, there exists a dissipative channel generating
a strong global loss of coherence and atoms due to inco-
herent s-p-dipole scattering, referred to as Fo¨rster pro-
cesses [2, 19, 22, 23]. The important figure of merit in
this context is the time τ until creation of the first con-
taminant p-state. Due to the underlying strong dipole
interactions this is a global process, therefore one has to
consider the creation of such a state anywhere in the
system, implying an integration of the Rydberg frac-
tion over all sites, τ−1 = bΓ0
∑
i〈nˆei 〉. The term b de-
notes the branching ratio of the decay into detrimental
states, with a typical value of b & 20% at room temper-
ature, and Γ0 is the full natural decay rate, for example,
Γ−10 = τ0 & 30µs for the 36S state of 87Rb [24, 36].
While this expression diverges with the system size for
any nonzero Rydberg concentration, it is possible to limit
its value in a finite system. Even at near-resonant exci-
tation of Rydberg states we obtain a local Rydberg frac-
tion of ≈ 0.1% in the bulk of the system, as shown in
Fig.1. Since this value is achieved via a many-body in-
duced MF shift ∆ishift = −V
∑
j 6=i n
e
j |i− j|−6 of the de-
tuning at site i, one has to be careful at the boundary,
which in our case is given by the intensity beam-profile
of the Rabi laser. The number of neighboring Rydberg
excitations is significantly reduced for a sufficiently sharp
(beam-)edge, resulting in a reduced ∆ishift. Thus the ef-
fective Rabi process becomes increasingly near-resonant
at the edge, leading to a strong increase in the Rydberg
fraction, easily 50 times the bulk value. Therefore the ex-
citations forming at the edge [16, 25, 37] quickly induce
the avalanche on a time scale which is well approximated
by the bare lifetime. The observation of itinerant physics
in this limit is thus unlikely without suppression of the
detrimental transitions.
In our simulations we consider a periodic system of 21×
21 sites and parameters as given in Fig. 1. It is driven by
an inhomogeneous Rabi laser, determining the geometry
of the system, which has a beam-waist described by an
exponent γ
Ω(d) = Ω exp
[
−
(
d
κ
)γ]
, (9)
where d is the distance from the center of the beam and
κ = 8.5a. For γ = 2 one obtains the common Gaus-
sian beam-waist, while it becomes increasingly box-like
as γ →∞, reminiscent of optical box potentials [38]. The
beam-waist separates the system in up to three parts:
the central region with approximately constant Rabi fre-
quency Ω(d) ≈ Ω, the edge with vanishing Ω(d) ≈ 0,
which can be considered as the central region of a sys-
tem without Rydberg excitations, and the crossover re-
gion. We analyze the three cases γ = 2, 4,∞.
The idea behind this setup is to counteract the over-
shoot of the Rydberg fraction at a hard edge, such
that we can obtain an overall more smooth distribu-
tion of the Rydberg fraction close to the bulk value, as
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FIG. 2. Spectral properties of finite Rydberg supersolids.
(a, b) Comparison of the σ = g l-DOS in real-space, from
Gii(ω) and Gi(ω) (see text), with the QP result of a 2
7 × 27
periodic lattice with fixed Ω. Spectra correspond to d/a = 0.5
(a) and d/a = 14 (b) results for γ = 4. (c) Considered radial
shapes of the Rabi-laser beam, with κ = 8.5a. (d− i) Average
l-DOS (from Gii(ω)) of the indicated component σ as a func-
tion of the distance d from the beam center for γ = 2, 4,∞.
shown in Fig. 1. Using real-space extended bosonic dy-
namical mean-field theory (RB-DMFT) [18, 28, 39–41],
we find a ground-state consisting of a 4-site-supersolid
at the center of the beam with a Rydberg concentra-
tion nei < 1.5 × 10−3 and a homogeneous superfluid
outside the beam (see Fig. 1). For a sufficiently soft
beam-edge we find a very low total Rydberg number:∑
i nei = 0.1024, 0.1068, 0.5722 for γ = 2, 4,∞ respec-
tively. This implies an avalanche timescale τ ≈ 1.4ms
for γ = 4, which is of the same order of magnitude as
the tunneling time, so that we expect this state to be
observable in experiments, especially with the additional
aid of post-selection [2] or a cryogenic environment [24].
As the real-space results naturally contain the
crossover between a homogeneous superfluid and the
supersolid, we analyze the spectral transition between
the two phases (see Fig. 2). The radial dependence of
the local density of states (l-DOS) obtained via RB-
DMFT is averaged over rings with a width of two lat-
tice sites (diameter of a unit cell). RB-DMFT is a
non-perturbative method with which we self-consistently
obtain the diagonal elements of the interacting lattice
Green’s function Gii(iωn) ≡ Gi(iωn) in Matsubara fre-
quencies, where the right-hand side is the interacting
Green’s function of individual effective local Anderson
impurity models obtained by tracing the remaining sys-
tem [18, 40–42]. From both representations we calculate
A(ri, ω) = −Im
[
Gii/i(ω)
]
/pi via analytic continuation.
The most remarkable features we find at the crossover
are the separation of a very narrow gapped hole mode
driven by the excited component (see Fig. 2(g − i)), as
well as a broadening of the particle modes. Furthermore,
we find localized modes at the boundary of the γ = ∞
beam in Fig. 2(i) which we associate with the Rydberg
excitations localized at the beam-edge.
A comparison to QP results reveals the agreement be-
tween both methods, which all consider a Lorentzian
broadening of 0.3kHz. The observed discrepancies stem
from the inherently discretized nature of the DMFT spec-
trum in combination with the incapability of DMFT
to properly describe long-wavelength Goldstone modes
[43, 44]. While all σ = g l-DOS fulfill the sum rule,∫
A(k, ω)dω = 1, to within 3%, where the QP result is
the closest (typically < 10−4, signifying the applicability
of the QP theory) and the result from the lattice Green’s
function deviates the most, all σ = e l-DOS closely equate
to zero due to the quantum Zeno assumption.
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FIG. 3. Spectral properties of the ground state species. (a)
Single particle spectral density and (b) dynamic structure fac-
tor along high symmetry points in the first Brillouin zone of
the optical lattice, (d) momentum distribution and (e) static
structure factor. (c) δE introduced in the text on the MF
and MF+QP level. The arrow in the inset indicates the QP
renormalization of the checkerboard to 4-site unit cell transi-
tion (grey lines are guides to the eye).
We obtain more detailed results for the supersolid
phase via the QP method, assuming a system of 27 × 27
sites and a homogeneous Rabi frequency. As the MF
ground-state has a square 2-by-2 unit cell, the bands are
back-folded so that four reduced Brillouin zones (BZ′) lie
within the first Brillouin zone (1.BZ) of the underlying
lattice. In experiment, the g component is more accessi-
ble to direct observation and for its spectral function and
dynamic structure factor (see Fig. 3(b), (e)) we observe
that only the central one (|k| ≈ 0) of the possible four
ungapped Goldstone cones in the 1.BZ yields a signifi-
cant contribution. For all other momenta, only gapped
modes contribute, revealing different parts of the excita-
tion spectrum in each quantity. As expected from the
5supersolid state, we find a total of four peaks in the mo-
mentum distribution and the static structure factor (see
Fig. 3(a), (d)) at the high symmetry points Γ,M and X
reflecting the spatial symmetry breaking of the SS.
Due to the inhomogeneity caused by the beam-waist we
observe a direct transition from the 2-by-2 unit cell su-
persolid to a homogeneous superfluid within RB-DMFT.
But using the QP method we further find an interme-
diate checkerboard (CB) supersolid, whose transition to
the 2-by-2 supersolid is shifted in relation to the MF re-
sult when including the correction δEQP. Considering
the energy differences δE = ECBMF(+QP) − E2-by-2MF(+QP) we
quantify this correction in Fig. 3(c).
Conclusion Exploiting the inhomogeneity of the Rabi
laser beam-waist, we show that the Rydberg fraction of
a driven lattice gas can be reduced significantly, even if
the Rydberg excitation is near-resonant. As a result, it
is possible to obtain an extended supersolid consisting
of roughly 50 2-by-2 unit cells while having only a small
fraction of a Rydberg excitation present in the whole sys-
tem. The corresponding avalanche time scale is therefore
vastly enhanced, thus paving the way for realizing a su-
persolid state even at near-resonant excitation where the
blockade radius vanishes. In practice, one can also re-
duce the number of unit cells using an even narrower
beam-waist further reducing the total Ryberg fraction.
Additionally, we have analyzed the spectral properties of
the crossover between the supersolid and the superfluid
bulk in terms of the l-DOS obtained via RB-DMFT as
well as the momentum resolved spectral properties in the
supersolid bulk obtained via a generalized QP method in-
cluding all higher QP modes. The latter procedure also
determines a correction of the static MF energies result-
ing in a correction of the MF phase transition.
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7Supplementary material
DEVIATION FROM BOSONIC BEHAVIOR
In the main part we introduce the operator R
(n,m)
k,k′ (s) to describe the deviation from bosonic behavior for the
Gutzwiller fluctuation operators σˆ
(i)†
l,s and σˆ
(i)
l,s . Its precise form is given by the expression
R
(n,m)
k,k′ (s) =
∑
l
ei(k−k
′)·(rl+rs)
(
σˆ
(n)†
l,s σˆ
(m)
l,s + δn,m
∑
m′>0
σˆ
(m′)†
l,s σˆ
(m′)
l,s
)
(S1)
=
∑
k1∈1.BZ′
(
σ˜
(n)†
bk−k′+k1c,sσ˜
(m)
k1,s
+ δn,m
∑
m′>0
σ˜
(m′)†
bk−k′+k1c,sσ˜
(m′)
k1,s
)
. (S2)
The notation b·c describes the back folding of k to the first Brillouin zone (1.BZ) introduced due to equivalence
relations between the quasimomentum space operators σ˜
(n)†
k,s and σ˜
(n)
k,s . Back folding is achieved by adding a suitable
reciprocal lattice vector G, such that bkc = k+G results in a quasimomentum vector inside the 1.BZ. The set of
possible vectors G is implicitly defined as all vectors fulfilling the relation G · ri = 2pin where n ∈ Z. For states
with a reduced lattice symmetry only the inequivalent quasimomenta inside the reduced Brillouin zone (1.BZ′) are
considered in the summation (S2), which is given via the reduced reciprocal lattice vectors Gr implicitly defined by
the relation Gr · rl = 2pin for all n ∈ Z.
Thus we can see that the deviation from bosonic commutation relations is on the order of the density of Gutzwiller
fluctuations, especially notable for k = k′. As this factor is scaled by the system size via the prefactor L−1c , the
fluctuation operators σ˜
(i)
k are also approximately bosonic in the limit of a small density of occupied fluctuations.
Therefore we may consider 〈R(i,j)k,k′ (s)〉/Lc as a set of control parameters, the upper bound of which serves as the figure
of merit for the validity of the quasiparticle method in the main part.
THE QUASIPARTICLE HAMILTONIAN H(2)QP
We use the partial Fourier-transformed Gutzwiller operators σ˜
(n)
k,s = L
−1/2
c
∑
l e
−ik·(rl+rs)σˆ(n)l,s and σ˜
(n)†
k,s =
L
−1/2
c
∑
l e
ik·(rl+rs)σˆ(n)
†
l,s as we assume an inhomogeneous many-body ground-state consisting of a periodic distribu-
tion of finite-sized unit cells. Thus a general position vector ri = rl + rs separates into a Bravais lattice contribution
of unit cells l and the relative position of distinct sites s in each unit cell. The partial Fourier transform of the vectors
σ =
(
σ
(1)
1 , . . . , σ
(N)
L
)T
and σ† =
(
σ
(1)†
1 , . . . , σ
(N)†
L
)T
defines the corresponding vectors σ˜ and σ˜†. Using these and
taking the approximation R → 0 when using the commutation relation (4) discussed in the main part yields the
following form of the second order term H(2):
H(2) ≈ H(2)QP =
1
2
(
σ˜
σ˜†
)†
H˜QP
(
σ˜
σ˜†
)
− 1
2
Tr(h), (S3)
with H˜QP(k) =
(
h˜(k) ∆˜(k)
∆˜(−k)∗ h˜(−k)∗
)
. (S4)
Within this approximation the introduced Hamiltonian matrix HQP is block-diagonal with blocks of the size 2NcN ×
2NcN , as k↔ −k sectors are coupled. Its individual matrix elements are given in terms of i〈n|bˆσi|m〉i and i〈n|nˆσi|m〉i
matrix elements in the local Gutzwiller bases, while equivalent sites i are mapped onto their representative s(i). For
the extended two-component Bose-Hubbard model with long-range interactions (1) considered in the main part the
explicit matrix entries of the individual k-blocks are given by
8h˜(n,s),(m,s′)(k) = −
∑
σ
F
σ(s,s′)
n,0,0,mJ
(s,s′)
σ (k) +N
e,(s)
n,0 N
e,(s′)
0,m V
(s,s′)(k) + δs,s′δn,mE
(s)
n , (S5)
∆˜(n,s),(m,s′)(k) = −
∑
σ
F
σ(s,s′)
n,m,0,0J
(s,s′)
σ (k) +N
e,(s)
n,0 N
e,(s′)
m,0 V
(s,s′)(k). (S6)
These expressions are given in terms of the restricted Fourier transforms of the hopping and interaction matrices
J
(i,j)
σ = J ∀ {〈i, j〉} and V (i,j) = V/d6ij respectively. While E(s)n are the eigenenergies of the nth Gutzwiller excited
state for each representative site s, the remaining terms are the matrix elements of the non-local products of local
operators
Nσ,(s)n,m = s〈n|nˆσs |m〉s − nsσδn,m, (S7)
Fσ,(s,s
′)
n1,n2,m1,m2 = B
σ,(s)∗
m1,n1B
σ,(s′)
n2,m2 +B
σ,(s)
n1,m1B
σ,(s′)∗
m2,n2 with B
σ,(s)
n,m = s〈n|bˆσs |m〉s − φsσδn,m, (S8)
where nsσ and φsσ have been defined as the self-consistent mean-field values obtained for the many-body ground-
state. Note that this identification is the reason for the absence of any first order term in the Gutzwiller fluctuation
representation of ∆
(
δˆ2
)
.
Diagonalization of H(2)QP
In order to preserve the bosonic structure of the operators the diagonalization of (S3) has to be performed on the
symplectic space, namely by diagonalizing ΣH(2)QP, where Σ = diag(1NL,−1NL). This yields the representation of
H(2) in terms of QP mode operators which are defined as
βk,γ ≡ x(k,γ)†Σ
(
σ˜
σ˜†
)
≡ u(k,γ)†σ˜ + v(k,γ)†σ˜†. (S9)
β†k,γ ≡ −y(k,γ)
†
Σ
(
σ˜
σ˜†
)
≡ v(k,γ)T σ˜ + u(k,γ)T σ˜†, (S10)
They are given by the eigenvectors of the eigenvalue equations ΣH˜(2)QPx(k,γ) = ωkγx(k,γ) and ΣH˜(2)QPy(k,γ) = −ω∗kγy(k,γ).
Thus all QP frequencies ωk,γ appear in pairs and those with a non-zero imaginary part represent unstable QP modes
that are commonly only encountered for MF states far from the ground-state.
In the presence of a condensate fraction the k = 0 QP frequencies in the lowest band γ = 1 vanish, so there is a
degenerate subspace. Then the eigenvalue equation reduces to ΣH˜QP(k = 0)p = 0 which is solved by an eigenvector
of the form p = (u(0),−u(0)∗)T . In order to complete the representation of this subspace one further has to introduce
a second vector q within it, which is implicitly defined via ΣH˜QP(k = 0)q = −ip/m˜, where m˜ is a mass-like
scalar. Therefore we find two different operators taking the places of the Bogoliubov-like operators (S9) and (S10) for
(k = 0, γ = 1) (which have been discussed in further detail in [S1]):
P ≡ p†Σ
(
σ˜
σ˜†
)
=
(
u(0)
−u(0)∗
)†
Σ
(
σ˜
σ˜†
)
, (S11)
Q ≡ −q†Σ
(
σ˜
σ˜†
)
≡ i
(
v(0)
−v(0)∗
)†
Σ
(
σ˜
σ˜†
)
. (S12)
Assuming exactly bosonic commutation relations for the Gutzwiller fluctuation operators and thus also for the QP
mode operators, the second order quasiparticle term H(2) generally has the approximate form
H(2) ≈
∑˜
k∈1.BZ′,γ
ωk,γβ
†
k,γβk,γ +
P2
2m˜
+
1
2
∑˜
k,γ
ωk,γ − Tr(h)
 . (S13)
9This representation is given in terms of the generalized Bogoliubov creation (annihilation) operators β†k,γ (βk,γ) where
the notation
∑˜
k∈1.BZ′,γ represents the fact that the (k = 0, γ = 1) term in the sum is to be replaced by P whenever
a condensate is present. Otherwise there is no P term. We note that P is a momentum-like operator which can
be considered as the generator of translations in the global phase of the condensate mode [S2], so it represents the
free motion of the condensate phase. From (S13) we can thus see that the quasiparticle ground-state is characterized
by 〈ψQP|P2|ψQP〉 = 0 and we can use P|ψQP〉 = 0. Regarding the spectral properties discussed in the main part,
consideration of P and Q only yields a vanishingly small correction at k = 0 and ω = 0 in the thermodynamic limit,
that even is self-canceling for A(k, ω), so we may neglect both for our purposes.
By expressing the Hamiltonian with β†k,γ and βk,γ in normal order we find the scalar contribution proportional to∑˜
k,γωk,γ . Note that the last two scalar terms in (S13) generate a shift of the total energy. While both contributions∑˜
k,γωk,γ and Tr(h) would diverge individually in the limit of no truncation (N → ∞), even in a finite system, in
combination they yield a finite correction of the quasiparticle ground-state energy density. They effectively lower its
value in relation to the Gutzwiller MF result due to the average shift of the mode energies in relation to the energies
of the Gutzwiller excitations.
ORDER PARAMETER FLUCTUATIONS - BAND CHARACTERIZATION
In addition to the spectral properties discussed in the main part one can also consider the leading or-
der local response δOi(k, ω(k, γ)) of a local operator Oˆσ,i obtained for a weak coherent excitation |z,k, γ〉 =
exp(−|z|2/2) exp(zβ†k,γ)|ψQP〉 in order to characterize the QP modes:
δOi(k, ω) = QP〈z∗βk,γOˆσ,i + zOˆσ,iβ†k,γ〉QP/|z|. (S14)
There are three relevant quantities to be considered here. The first two are the real and the imaginary parts of the
local response in the annihilation operator bˆgi, which for a real-valued order parameter represent amplitude and phase
fluctuations respectively. Lastly, the local response of the number operator nˆgi reveals modes with pronounced density
fluctuations. In Fig. S1 we show the lattice averages δO(k, ω) =
∑
i δOi(k, ω)/L of these three local responses.
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FIG. S1. Quasiparticle responses of the 2-by-2 supersolid along the high symmetry points of the optical lattice: Amplitude
response Re(δbg) (a) and phase response Im(δbg) (b) of the condensate order parameter, as well as the density response δng
(c). Parameters are the same as used in the main part and Ω = 0.2 MHz.
As a result of the broken translational symmetry of the central 2-by-2 unit cell supersolid, bands are back-folded.
More precisely, due to the reduced translational symmetry all independent QP modes lie within the reduced first
Brillouin zone (1.BZ′), as given by the reciprocal lattice vectors Gr defined in Section . We thus find one gapless band
with four Nambu-Goldstone cones in the full 1.BZ of the optical lattice, associated with the condensate fraction and its
fluctuation. Furthermore, there are multiple gapped amplitude-dominated modes which are folded back equally and
exhibit avoided crossings at degeneracy points. The amplitude modes are furthermore mixed with density fluctuations
and where density fluctuations are small, the condensate fraction fluctuates at an approximately fixed particle density
(see Fig. S1a and c).
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THE ROTON MINIMUM
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FIG. S2. Dynamic structure factor along high symmetry points of a square lattice for a self-consistent checkerboard MF
ground-state at fixed lattice filling n = 0, 45 with all other paramters as in the main part.
In contrast to off-resonant dressing the van-der-Waals interaction potential relevant at near-resonant Rydberg
excitation does not dictate a length scale by itself. Instead it is the underlying optical lattice in combination with the
spontaneously broken lattice translation symmetry that determines the position of the roton minimum. Within the
quasiparticle method we can visualize the roton minimum associated with the roton-instability, for example, leading
to the formation of a 2-by-2 unit cell supersolid. To do so we enforce a checkerboard (CB) mean-field state via a
corresponding choice of boundary conditions. While this state my not necessarily be a mean-field ground-state, it can
still serve as a quasi-vacuum state of the QP theory. Here we consider a fixed lattice filling of n =
∑
σ,i nσi/L = 0.45,
used in place of µ in the main part. Indeed, we find a roton minimum at the X points of the 1.BZ supporting a
maximum in the dynamic structure factor (see Fig. S2). Note that also for this reduced filling the ground-state energy
EMF+QP of the 2-by-2 unit cell is below the corresponding value for the CB case, while there is no QP instability as
all QP energies, including those of the roton, are purely real valued. Instead, the fraction of modes in the Gutzwiller
excitations (small if the QP theory applies well)  = 8.7% of the CB is more than 2.5 times  = 3.3% of the 2-by-2
unit cell.
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